INSTALLING THE RECHARGEABLE BATTERY PACK

1. To install the rechargeable battery pack, carefully lay Coder MiP™ on its front.

2. Slide in the battery battery pack as indicated in Diagram A.

3. Using firm pressure, push the bottom of battery pack into place first as indicated in Diagram B.

4. Using a philips screwdriver, screw in the bottom two screws until the battery pack is firmly in place, and no gaps appear between Coder MiP™ and the rechargeable battery pack.

5. Finally, screw in the top screw as indicated in Diagram D.

NOTE: If Coder MiP™ does not power on after installing the battery, ensure that the battery is fully charged, and/or try reinstalling the rechargeable battery pack, ensuring that there are no gaps between the battery pack and Coder MiP™.